
How would you begin to assess gender relations as portrayed in Genesis?

In Genesis men are displayed as more dominant and important than women. 

Firstly God himself is male. He works alone and doesn't even have a wife or female to 

assist or help make decisions with him. There are many other statements made 

throughout genesis that state how women are inferior to men.

In the creation story God creates man before woman. Adam, the first man is 

lonely so God says "It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a fitting helper for 

him." So God created women as a "helper" for man. He then proceeds to make Eve out 

of the rib of Adam. Adam calls her "woman" because "from man was this one taken." 

Woman was made from man to be man's helper. God is setting a standard that men are 

superior to women.  One may argue men are central in the story and seen as superior 

because they're stronger than women physically. I question why God did this? Why 

didn't he make women just as physically capable as men? Why are women's bodies (for 

the most part) made weaker than men's? God is making women a "helper" to men and 

men are to be the rulers of the earth.

In the temptation story Eve is the one who is tempted by the serpent and eats the 

forbidden fruit. God himself did not tell Eve she could eat from there, Adam told her. She 

still disobeys and eats the fruit and offers Adam some and he eats it knowing full well, 

right from the mouth of God the consequences of eating this fruit. When Adam is 

confronted by God about eating the fruit he puts the blame on Eve. God's 

consequences to Eve are far more cruel than how he punishes Adam. Eve's punishment 

is " I will terribly sharpen your birth pangs! In pain shall you bear children! And for your 



man shall be your longing and he shall rule over you!" Again, another very sexist remark 

from God stating how men will rule over women. Adam's punishment is he's banned 

from Eden and the ground is cursed, so nothing will grow from it and he must eat the 

grasses of the field and bread. Eve also suffers from this punishment as well as the one 

God gave her. Adam was far more deceitful in the situation in comparison to Eve. He 

had God tell him to not eat it, Eve just heard it from Adam. Adam could have said No to 

Eve to eating the fruit because he knew what would happen, but he chose not to and to 

purposely disobey god. Eve was tempted by the serpent and made a foolish yet 

innocent mistake, which is just human nature.

After they are banned from Eden the story only mentions the names of sons that 

were born from Adam. They don't care about any daughters or hardly have any for that 

matter. Probably just enough to keep on having more men in the world. In Chapter 6 the 

opening passage is "And it came to pass, as men began to multiply over the face of the 

earth and daughters were born to them, that the divine beings saw that the daughters of 

man were comely, and they took themselves wives howsoever they pleased." Another 

example of how women are just seen as objects for men to have "howsoever they 

please" never taking into consideration maybe how the women may please.

In chapter 19 the character Lot is threatened by a mob who wants the 

messengers, who are men that just came into his house. Lot says "Please, my brothers, 

do no harm! Look I have two daughters who have known no man! Let me bring them out 

to you, and you can do to them however you please!" So Lot offers with no hesitation, 

his two virgin daughters to be raped by a mob of men. I don't see this as teaching good 



family values, it's not only disrespectful to women, it's sick that someone would say that 

about any human let alone his own daughters. 

In the story of Abram, Abram wants a son. He wants an heir, and the heir must be 

male there's no consideration of a female to be able to follow in his footsteps. His wife 

Sarai can't give him a son because she's too old they believe. Hagar, a slave girl is sent 

to sleep with him and give him a son. Hagar even has doubts about conceiving with 

Abram because Sarai gets upset about it. God sends a messenger to Hagar and tells 

her she will have a "wild ass" son. This shows how women are just tossed around as 

objects used for creating men. Hagar is completely used just to have a son for Abram.  

Sarai also has to be ok with her husband sleeping with another woman just for the sole 

purpose of having a son. It's just disrespectful in all realms to all of the women involved. 

Sarai does end up having a son as well with Abram who they call Isaac. Abram then 

proceeds to send Hagar and the son she had with him, Ishmael away. This is the thanks 

she gets for having his child? She gets exiled? Hagar did everything she was asked of 

from Abram and God and she still suffers. This shows God has no respect for her. He 

didn't care about her well being in the end, just wanted to use her to create a man.

Genesis is full of remarks that degrade women to being inferior to men 

throughout the whole book. All the protagonists are men and the only women that are 

mentioned in the story by name are their wives or women the men are sleeping with to 

create more men. As a woman I can't comprehend why other women chose to believe in 

a faith that so clearly belittles and degrades us. This being my first time reading Genesis 

I was shocked at how it clearly states the inferiority of women, the words don't infer it 



they actually state it as a fact. After reading Genesis I understand why women were 

treated so poorly in the church in the past and I'm sure probably still are.


